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Abstract. Different models contained graphene layer are studied via molecular dynamics simulation. Models are heated up from 50K to 8000K via Tersoff and Lennard-Jones potentials to
have an entire picture about the evolution of graphene layer in the models upon heating. Various
thermodynamic quantities, structural characteristics, and the occurrence of liquidlike atoms are
studied, such as, the total energy per atom, the heat capacity per atom, the radial distribution
functions, and the appearance of liquid atoms upon heating. The phase transition exhibits the first
order. The melting point of graphene layer depends on the number of layers in the models while it
does not depend on the size in the range of this study. The melting process of hybrid graphene and
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) satisfies the first step towards Devil’s staircase type phase transition. The melting point of hybrid graphene/h-BN is close to the one of experiment of graphite.
Keywords: Hybrid graphene/hexagonal Boron Nitride models; Layer dependence; Melting range;
Liquidlike atoms; Layer dependence;.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As well known hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN) and graphene have many similar physical
properties and analogous structure such as strong mechanical properties, high chemical, thermal
stability, and lattice constant [1, 2]. Moreover, due to the similar lattice parameters of graphene
and h-BN, h-BN would be a suitable substrate to synthesize graphene [3–5]. Therefore, the hybridization of h-BN with graphene is studied intensively to find new physical characters such as
semiconducting properties as well as to create new materials.
Recently, investigation in semiconducting graphene using B and N atoms has been intensively studied [6–8]. In addition, graphene and h-BN is assembled into heterostructures to study
the band gap, various semiconducting structures, and mechanical properties [9–15]. Moreover,
hybrid graphene/h-BN structure is considered as one of the most feasible methods to control the
semiconducting properties of graphene. In addition, h-BN is an insulator which can be an ideal
dielectric to build metal|h-BN|graphene field-effect devices [16]. Related to synthesize graphene,
h-BN is a perfect substrate to grow graphene using chemical vapour deposition method [17]. However, for the catalyst-free approach, the results are poor quantity due to the difficulties in control
over the shape and crystallinity of the graphene [18–22]. Therefore, to achieve a high-quality
graphene/h-BN different foils are used such as copper, platinum [23–26]. As for new hybrid nanomaterials, the combination of B, N, and C can make new interesting physical properties such as:
i) the B–N and C–C bonds have tendency to separate in the whole BCN systems [27]; ii) The
combination of graphene and h-BN can create a new structure consisting of hybridized phases of
h-BN and graphene (h-BNC) [28]
Based on the discussion above, new materials with suitable physical properties can be produced. In order to make out of hybrid materials or synthesized materials, the melting points as
well as the information close to and exceeding the melting point play an important role. Based
on those information, the conditions to synthesize materials can be established, such as, thermal
gradient, melting zone, and homogenization temperatures. However, as for graphene, it is difficult
to study the melting process experimentally because of high stability of the graphene structure.
Therefore, molecular dynamics simulation is a suitable choice to study the structural evolution of
graphene upon heating.
In this study, the influence of temperature on various models contained graphene layer is
studied to have an entire picture about the evolution of graphene layer of hybrid models upon heating. The thermodynamic properties are studied via molecular dynamics simulation. The structural
characteristics are studied based on the occurrence of liquidlike atoms. The atomic mechanism
is studied based on the occurrence/growth of liquidlike atoms, the formation of clusters. Details
about the calculations are showed in Sec. II. Results and discussions can be found in Sec. III.
Conclusions are given in the last section of the paper.
II. CALCULATIONS
There exist different empirical potentials to study several different bonding states of an
atom as well as the chemical reactions such as Stillinger-Weber (SW) type potentials [29–32],
embedded atom models (EAMs) [33, 34], higher bond order potentials derived from tight binding
models (TBBOPs) [35,36] reactive bond order (REBO) potential [37], and reactive force field [38–
40]. In this study, the model is a combination of two layers (graphene layer and h-BN layer)
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leading to using different potential: Tersoff potential is used to study graphene and h-BN layers
while Lennard-Jones potential is applied for the interaction between the layers due to the weak
interaction.
The Tersoff potential is used with various set of parameters for boron (B)-nitrogen (N), and
graphene [41–43], given below:
Eb =

1
fc (ri j ) [ai j fR (ri j ) + bi j fA (ri j )],
2 i6∑
=j

in which, ri j denotes the distance from atom i to atom j and the sum runs over all atomic sites.
The repulsive fR (ri j ) and the attractive fA (ri j ) terms are chosen similar to a Morse potential as
proposed by Brenner [44]. The fc (ri j ) term represents a cutoff function, which calculates the
number of neighbors and makes the potential to zero outside the interaction shell.
Because of weak interlayer interaction of graphene and h-BN sheets, Lennard-Jones potential [45] is used to describe van der Waals and Pauli repulsive potential, given below:
Eb = 4ε

 
σ 12
r

−

 σ 6 
r

,

in which, r is the distance between two atoms, while ε is a parameter determining the depth of the
potential well, σ is the diameter of the atom (a length scale parameter of the atom determining
the position of the potential minimum). The repulsive forces are described by the first term (r−12 )
while the attractive forces are studied by the second term (r−6 ). Parameters in LJ potential are
determined by the method of Kang and Hwang [46].
In order to perform the calculations we use the software package Large-Scale Atomic/
Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS), designed to solve various problems by the
methods of classical molecular dynamics [47].
The simulation scenario starts with the initial crystalline hybrid graphene/h-BN models.
Models with different number of atoms and layers are chosen such as two layers (graphene/h-BN)
and three layers (graphene/h-BN/graphene) to have an entire picture about the evolution of hybrid graphene/h-BN models. These models have been relaxed in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble
(NPT) for 5 × 105 molecular dynamics (MD) steps at T0 = 50K. In order to model two dimensional materials, periodic boundary conditions are applied along x and y axes while non-periodic
boundary condition is along z-axis (in Cartesian Coordinates). Note that 1 MD step takes 0.0001
picoseconds. Next, a temperature Ti (Ti = 8000K) is chosen. This chosen temperature is higher
than the melting point of free standing graphene [48] or h-BN [49] to observe the evolution of
the models upon heating. The system is heated from the temperature T0 to Ti in the canonical
ensemble. The heating rate is 1012 K/s.
We use Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software for two dimensional (2D) visualization of atomic configurations [50]. The increase of temperature obeys the following expression:
T = T0 + γt. Here, T0 = 50K and γ is a heating rate, t is a time required for heating. Models, obtained at each temperature have been relaxed at a given temperature for 6 × 105 MD steps before
analyzing the structural characteristics or 2D visualization.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To start with, layer dependence of melting process is analyzed to study the evolution of
graphene upon heating. Two-layer (graphene/h-BN) and three-layer (graphene/h-BN/graphene)
models with 5000 atoms/layer are presented. Total energy per atom is analyzed to study the phase
transition of graphene layer (solid circle symbol – two layers and square symbol – three layers in
Fig. 1). In general, the total energy per atom changes following three stages upon heating. Firstly,
total energy increases linearly since the studying models remain in solid state (in the range of
temperature below the melting point). Secondly, the total energy per atom has a sharp increase
around the melting point of the model because the contribution of the anharmonic motion of atoms
is strong enough leading to a massive collapse of a crystalline matrix. The total energy starts to
deviate from the linear law in the melting range of temperature. This sharp increase of total energy
per atom indicates the first order-like phase transition from solid to liquid states. Finally, the total
energy per atom increases linearly again indicating that the model is in a liquid state. One can
conclude that the type of phase transition does not depend on the number of layers in this range of
study.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of total energy and heat capacity per atom of graphene
layer: graphene/h-BN model (total energy – solid circle symbol, heat capacity – solid
line); graphene/h-BN/graphene model (total energy – square symbol, heat capacity – dot
line).

In term of temperature dependence of layer number, heat capacity
at a constant zero pres
sure is approximately calculated via the simple relation: Cp = ∆E ∆T . The behavior of heat capacity per atom of graphene layer is calculated to define the melting temperature (graphene/h-BN
model – dot line, graphene/h-BN/graphene model – solid line in Fig. 1). As well known the peak
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of the heat capacity represents a sudden change in total energy which shows the first order-like
phase transition from solid to liquid states in studied models. More details can be seen in Fig. 1
that the peak of graphene layer in graphene/h-BN model is 4550K (dot line in Fig. 1) while the one
of graphene layer in graphene/h-BN/graphene model is around 5150K (solid line in Fig. 1). One
can see that the peak of the heat capacity of graphene layer in graphene/h-BN/graphene model has
tendency to shift to the higher range of temperature in comparison with the one of heat capacity
of graphene layer in graphene/h-BN model. In conclusion, in the range of this study, the melting
point depends on the number of layers in the model. Moreover, the increasing number of layers in
model leads to decrease statistical noise.
The three dimensional (3D) view of the two-layer model with 5000 atom/layer is presented
in Fig. 2 to have a visualization of the state of model at 4600K. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the
solid structure of graphene layer is almost broken (Fig. 2a) while the one of h-BN is still conserved
(Fig. 2c). That leads to the conclusion that the melting process of hybrid material satisfies the first
step towards Devil’s staircase type phase transition [51].
It can be seen a significant difference in melting points between free-standing graphene
which was studied in reference [48] (around 8000K) and graphene layer in hybrid models in this
study (around 4550K - graphene/h-BN and 5150K - graphene/h-BN/graphene). To clarify this
difference, some points related to free-standing graphene as well as hybrid materials are presented
here.
Regarding free-standing graphene, there are some reasons leading to a high melting point
in this case. First of all, the essential interactions between carbon atoms are very strong. Secondly,
because of free-standing graphene, there are no any external interactions such as the van der Waals
from other layers, which can affect on the hardness of graphene structures. Thirdly, the conditions
of the simulation box in the reference [?]lso contribute an amount of temperature in the melting
point of graphene.
As for hybrid materials, there are two types of interactions between two materials: van
der Waals and chemical bonds. The former represents a weak interaction between two layers of
materials which is usually described by Lennard-Jones potential [45] in simulation. Some types
of materials such as graphite, Lennard-Jones potential is used to describe the weak interactions
between graphene layers to make out of graphite. However, the interactions between atoms in a
layer are very strong (chemical bonds), which lead to a high energy for breaking bonds between
atoms in a layer in comparison to a low one for separating layers in graphite. The latter represents
a strong interaction between two materials like the connections between atoms in molecules. In
this case, the interactions between the atoms of different layers are very strong (chemical bonds).
Meanwhile, the melting point of the latter type of hybrid materials is higher than the former one.
Note that the interactions between graphene layer and h-BN in this study are the van der Waals
ones. Therefore, the repulsive and attractive forces between two layers are one of the reasons
affecting on the hardness of graphene, which leads to the lower energy for breaking bonds between
carbon atoms in graphene layer in comparison to the free-standing graphene.
In this study, the melting points of graphene layer in hybrid models of graphene/h-BN and
graphene/h-BN/graphene models are obtained at around 4550K and 5150K, respectively. Note
that the experimentally melting point of free-standing graphene is not presented yet. However,
the melting point of graphite which is made out of graphene layers is presented from 4000K to
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Fig. 2. A side view of 3D visualization of graphene/h-BN model with 5000 atom/layer:
a) graphene layer, b) hybrid graphene/h-BN model, c) h-BN layer.

5000K [52]. We included the melting points of free-standing graphene in simulation as well as
graphite in experiment here as an additional information to have a general view about graphene.
Radial distribution functions (RDFs) are function of distance between two atoms, which
can be used to study the change of graphene structure upon heating. In this study, the RDFs of
graphene layer in graphene/h-BN model are presented first to see the evolution of graphene structure (Fig. 3), after that some temperature points are chosen to compare the RDFs of graphene/h-BN
model with the ones of graphene/h-BN/graphene model (Fig. 4).
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One can see that the behavior of peaks in the RDF lines decreases and becomes smooth
with increasing the temperature (Fig. 3). At temperature near 300K, the RDF exhibits crystalline
structure of the model because it contains many peaks (300K line in Fig. 3). When the temperature increases to 2300K and 3700K, although the peaks of RDFs decrease, they are still pointy.
At temperature around the melting point (4600K), the peaks become smooth that indicates the
vibration of atoms in the model (4600K line in Fig. 3). Therefore, it can be considered that the
phase transition from solid to liquid states is around this temperature (4600K). This temperature
point is close to the one that is defined by heat capacity (Fig. 1). The peaks almost disappear at
temperature of 5600K which indicates that the model is in a liquid state (5600K line in Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of RDF of graphene layer in graphene/h-BN model.

The RDFs of graphene/h-BN and graphene/h-BN/graphene models are presented in Fig. 4.
At temperature of 4500K, the peaks of graphene/h-BN model decrease significant indicating that
the model is in a liquid state (the 4500K-solid line in Fig. 4). However, the RDFs of graphene/hBN/graphene models are still high exhibiting a solid state at this temperature (the 4500K-dot line
in Fig. 4). At temperature of 5500K, the first peak of graphene/h-BN/graphene model decreases
sharply and the left peaks are almost smooth indicating that the atoms distribute randomly in the
space of the model and the model is in a liquid state (the 5500K-solid line in Fig. 4). One can say
that the melting point of graphene/h-BN/graphene model is higher than the one of graphene/h-BN
model.
In order to observe the dependence of melting process on the simulation domain size, two
graphene/h-BN models with different sizes of each layer (5000 and 10000 atom/layer) are chosen
to study (Fig. 5). In term of temperature, the behavior of total energy of models 5000 atoms
and 10000 atoms almost coincides: the total energy of both square and circle symbols increases
linearly at temperature below 4500K before jumping sharply at temperature around 4500K. After
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of RDFs upon heating: solid lines – graphene/h-BN
model, dot lines – graphene/h-BN/graphene model.

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of total energy per atom of graphene layer in
graphene/h-BN (two layers) model: square symbol – 5000 atom/layer, empty circle symbol – 10000 atom/layer [53].

that the total energy per atom follows the linear law. In term of energy, the statistical noise of the
model with 5000 atom/layer (square symbol in Fig. 5) is a bit higher than the one of the model with
10000 atoms per layer (circle dot in Fig. 5). Therefore, in the range of this study, the number of
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atom per layer has tendency to effect on the total energy per atom. In this case, it can be suggested
that the difference in size between two models is not large enough to observe the size dependence
of the melting points. In addition, the conditions of boundary to create two-dimensional material
(i.e. non-periodic boundary condition is applied only along z axis in Cartesian Coordinates) also
contributes to this case.
The RDFs of graphene layer in the model with 10000 atoms per layer also present show
the difference with the ones of graphene layer in the model with 5000 atoms per layer (solid line
– graphene layer with 5000 atoms, dot line – graphene layer with 10000 atoms) (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of RDFs upon heating: solid lines – graphene/h-BN
model with 5000 atoms per layer, dot lines – graphene/h-BN with 10000 atoms per
layer [53].

At temperature of 4500 K, the peaks of RDFs of graphene layer with 5000 atoms decrease
significantly (solid line at 4500K in Fig. 6). The peaks of graphene layer with 10000 atoms are
also low from the third peak in comparison with the first and the second ones (dot line at 4500K
in Fig. 6). In addition, the first and the second peaks tend to move to the shorter distance (dot line
at 4500K in Fig. 6). It indicates that at 4500K the crystal structure of graphene layer with 5000
atoms as well as 10000 atoms per layer is distorted or broken, which leads to the phase transition
from solid to liquid states. One can see that at 5000K, the RDFs of graphene layer in different
sizes of models as well as different layers are similar i.e the models are in a liquid state (Figs.
4, 6). In addition, the number of liquid atoms of graphene layer with 5000 atoms per layer is
presented below (Fig. 7). It can be seen from Fig. 7 that at the range of temperature from 4000K
to 5000K there exists simultaneous liquid and solid phases in the model of 5000 atoms per layer.
From temperature 5000K and higher, the number of liquid atoms increases dramatically, which
indicates a liquid state of the model.
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Fig. 7. The liquid-like atoms of graphene layer in hybrid graphene/h-BN model with
5000 atom/layer upon heating.

Note that the similar situation also happens to the liquid atoms of model with 10000 atoms
per layer [53]. One can conclude that in the range of this study the melting process does not
depend on the size of model.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Graphene layer of hybrid models is studied via molecular dynamics simulation. Models
with different numbers of layers as well as atoms are studied via Tersoff and Lennard-Jones potentials to have an entire picture about graphene layer upon heating. The melting temperature
range of graphene layer in hybrid graphene/h-BN model with 5000 atom/layer is defined around
4550K. This point of temperature (4550K) is close to the one of experiment for graphite. In the
range of this study, the melting temperature range depends on the number of layers in the model:
the melting temperature range of three layers (graphene/h-BN/graphene) model is around 5150K
while the one of two layer (graphene/h-BN) model is 4550K. The phase transition exhibits the first
order behavior and satisfies the first step towards Devil’s staircase type phase transition.
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